Leigh Shulman Case Study

Unveiling the Author Within

Client Profile

Carol King is a university teacher with over 30 years of experience teaching journalism and creative writing. Having recently retired from teaching, she embarked on a new journey as an author, focusing on writing a book that delved into historical events and personal stories. With a deep passion for storytelling and a desire to share her insights on historical topics, Carol was determined to complete her manuscript and bring her book to fruition. She sought out Leigh Shulman for accountability and writing coaching.

Challenge

Carol faced accountability issues, finding it difficult to complete her book and maintain consistent progress. The challenges extended to the intricate editing phase, where she encountered obstacles. Navigating the complexities of manuscript finalization became a significant hurdle that demanded guidance and support.
Conclusion

By leveraging Leigh Shulman's accountability and writing coaching, Carol King successfully overcame writing challenges and achieved her goal of completing her book. The transformation in Carol's journey showcases the power of tailored coaching and support in the writing and publishing industry.